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ENCLOSURE 1

PROPOSED TECIINICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGES i

BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR PLANT UNIT 2
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. In the event of operation with the
core maximum fraction of limiting*

power density (CMTLPD) greater than
fraction of rated thermal power (FRP)
the setting shall be modified as
follows:

S S (0.66W + 54%) FRP
CMFI.PD

For no combination of loop recircu-
lation flow rate and core ther=al
power shall the APRM flux scram trip
ietting be allowed to exceed 120%

'

of rated thermal power. .-

(Note: These settings assume operation
within the basic thermal hydraulic design
criteria. These criteria are LIIGR$18.5
kw/f t for 7x7 fuel and 613.4 kw/f t for 8x8,
8x8R. and P8x8R, and MCPR
within limits of Specification 3.5.k. If

[('
It is determined that either of these

) design criteria is being violated
during operation, action shall bc

initiated within 15 ninutes to rectore
operation within prescribed limits.
Surveillance requirements for APFZ-:
scram setpoint are given in
specification 4.1.B.

.

.

.

2. APRM--When the reactor mode switch
is in the STARTUP FOSITION, the
APRM scr m shall be set at 1 css
than or equal to 15% of . rated power.

3. IRM--The IRM scram shall be set at
less than or equal to 120/125 of
full scale.

[ B. APRM Rod Block Trio Setti,23[
~ '~

sB. C9re '.Senul Pove- Limit
T Ea7te- Pretsure <803 Psin)-l- 'The APIU: Dod block trip set. ting r.bst)____ ----

3,,
1.7 e,. the reactor pressure is less
th?n or equal to 800 psia,

3
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.1.1 BASES '

I

Beenuse the boiling transition correlation is based on o Icrge quant.ity ot
ib11 scale data there is a very high confidence that operation of a fuel
assembly at the condition of HCPR =1.07 would not produce boiling tran-
sition. Thus, although it is not required to establish the safety liait

,

additional margin exists between the safety limit and the actual occurence
of loss of cladding integrity.

However, if boiling trannition vere to occur, clad perforation vould not
be expected. Cladding temperatures vould increase to approximately

01100 F vhich is below the perforation temperature of the cladding
material. This has been verified by tests in the General Electric Test
Reactor (CETR) where fuel similar in design to BFNP operated above
the critical heat flux for a significart period of time (30 minutes)
without clad perforation.

If reactor pressure should ever exceed Ih00 psia during no:.nl power #

operating (the limit of applicability of the boilin6 transition corre-
lation) it would be assumed that the fuel cladding integrity Safety Limit
has been violated.
In addition to the boiling transition limit (MCPR = 1.07) operation is

f 8x8R,and P8x8R.This limit is reached when the Core Maxii um Fraction ofconstrained to a maximum L11GR of 18.5 kv/f t for 7x7 fuel and 13.4 kv/f tfor 8x8,
Limiting Power Density equals 1.0 (CMFLPD - 1.0). For the cace where Core
Maximun Fraction of Limiting Power Density exceeds the Frcetion of Rated (;Thernal Power, operation is permitted only at less than 100% of rated A
power and only with reduced APRM scram settings as required by specification2.1.A.l.
At pressurea belov 800 psia, the core elevation pressure drop (0 power,
O flow) is greater than 4.56 psi. At low powers and flows this pressure
differential is maintained in the bypass region of the core. Since the
pressure drcp in the bypass region is essentially all elevation head,
the core pressure drop at lov powers and flov vill always be greater
than 4.56 psi. Analyses show that with a flow of 28X10> lbs/hr bundle
flov, bundle pressure drop is nearly independent of bur.dle power and lias
a value of 3.5 psi. Thus,3the bundle flow with a 4.56 psi driving headvill be greater than 28x10 lbs/hr. Full scale ATLAS test data taken
at pressures from Ib.7 psia to 800 psia indicate that the fuel ascembly
critical power at this flov is approximately 3.35 NWt. With the design
peaking factors this corresponds to a core thermal pover of core than
50%. Thus, a core thermal power limit of 25% for reactor pressures
below 000 psia is conservative.

For the fuel in the core during periods when the reactor is shut dovn, con-
olderstion must also be given to water level requirements due to the effectof decay heat.

If water level should drop below the top of the fuel duringthis time, the ability to remove decay heat is reduced. This reduction incooling capability could lead to elevated cladding temperatures and cladperforation.
As long as the fuel remains covered with water, sufficient

cooling is avnilable to prevent fuel clad perforation.
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1.1 B AS F S

The s a f et> limit has been established at 17.7 in, above the top of the
irradiated fuel to provide a point which can be monitored and also pro-
vide adequate margin. This point corresponds approximately 'to the top
of the actual fuel assemblies and also to the lower reactor low vatar
level trip (378" above vessel zero).

,

PJF7.RJ.NCE
.

1. Ceneral T.lectric 3L*R Thermal Analysis Basis (CETAB) Data, Correlatfoe
and Design Application, NEDO 10958 and NEDE 10958. -
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2.1 n A,S ES

1. J. & K.
_ Reactor low yater level set point for initiat ion of HPCI andRCIC, closann main
_and core spray pumps. steam isolation valves, and startin2 LPCI

These systems maintain adequate coolant inventory and provide core
cooling with the objective of prevent Lng excessive clad temperaturesThe design of these systees

to adequately perform the intended func-
.

tion is based on the specified lov level scram set point and initia-tion set points. Transient
analyses reported in Section 14 of theFSAR demonstrate that

,

these conditions result
*

fuel and the system pressure.in adequate safetymargins for both the

L. _Re f e r e nc e s,

1. Linford, R. B.,
" Analytical Methods of Plant Transient Evaluations for

the Ceneral Electric Boiling Water Reactor," NEDO-10802 , Feb., 1973.

(
| 2.

NEDE-20411-P-A, and Addenda. Generic Reload Fuel Application, Licensing Topical Report
. _ ,
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1.2 BASES:

REACTOR C70LANT SYSTEM INTEGRITY .

,

The safety limits for the reactor coolant system pressure have been
selected such that they are below pressures at which it can be shown
that the integrity of the system is not endangered. However, the
pressure safety limits are set high enough such that no foreseeable
circumstances can cause the system pressure to rise over these limits.
The pressure safety limits are arbitrarily selected to be the lowest
transient overpressures allowed by the applicable codes, ASME Boiler
and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, and USAS Piping Cede, Section B31.1.

The design pressure (1,250 psig) of the reactor vessel is established
such that, when the 10-percent allowance (125 Psi) allowed by the ASME
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Section III for pressure gransients is
added to tue design pressure, a transient pressure limit of 1,375 psig

,

is established.

Correspondingly, the design pressure (1,148 psig for suction and 1,326 --

psig for discharge) of the reactor recirculation system piping are such
that when the 20-percent allowance (230 and 265 psi) allowed by USAS
Piping Code, Section B31.1 for pressure transients are added to the design

,

pressures, transient pressure limits of 1,378 and 1,591 psig are established.
Thus, the pressure safety ifmit applicable to power operation is established
at 1,375 psig (the lowest transient overpressure allowed by the pertinent
codes). ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, and USAS Piping
Code, Section B31.1..

The current' cycle's safety analysis concerning the most severe abnormal
operational transient resulting directly in a reactor coolant system
pressure increase is given in the supplemental reload licensing submittal

; for the current cycle. The reactor vessel pressure code limit of 1,375 psig
given in subsection 4.2 of the safety analysis report is well above the
peak pressure produced by the ( 3rpressure transient described above.
Thus, the pressure safety limit applicable to power operation is well above
the peak pressure that can result due to reasonably expected overpressure
transients. -

Higher destqn pressures have been established for piping within the reactor
coolant sy v 2m than for the reactor vessel. These increased design pressures
create a consistent design which assures that, if the the pressure within
the reactor vessel does not exceed 1,375 psig, the pressures within the
piping cannot exceed their respective transient pressure limits due to
static and pump heads.

The safety limit of 1,375 psig actually applies to any point in the reactor
vessel; however, because of the static water head, the highest pressure
point will occur at the bottom of the vessel. Because the pressure is not
monitored at this point, it cannot be directly determined if this safety limit.
has been violated.. Also,-because of the potentially varying head level and
flow pressure drops, an equivalent pressure cannot be a priori determined for a

i
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.1.2~ BASES ~,

pressure monitor' higher in the vessel. Therefore,'following any transient~

that is severe enough to cause concern that this safety limit was violated,-
-a calculation will be performed using all available information to deter-
mine if the safety limit was violated.-e

,

REFERENCES

1. - Plant Safety Analysis- (BFNP FSAR Section 14.0)
,

2. ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Section III
.!

3. USAS Piping Code, Section B31.1

'4. Reactor Vessel and Appurtenances Mechanical Design (BFNP FSAR
,

; Subsection 4.2)
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2.2 BASES:

REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM INTECRITY

The pressure relief system for each unit at the Browns Feyry Nuclear Plant
has been sized to meet two design bases. First, the total safety / relief
valve capacity has been established to meet the overpressure protection
criteria of the ASME Code. Second, the distribution of this required
capacity _between safety valves and relief valves has been set to meet
design basis 4.4.4-1 of subsection 4.4 which states that the nuclear
system relief valves shall prevent opening of the safety valves during
normal plant isolations and load rejections.'

The detalle of the analysis which shows compliance with the ASME Code
requirements is presented in subsection 4.4 of the FSAR and the Reactor
Vessel Overpressure Protection Summary Technical Report submitted in
response to question 4.1 dated December 1,1971.

.

To meet the safety design basis, thirteen safety-relief valves have been
installed on unit 2 with total capacity of 84.2% of nuclear boiler,

rated steam flow. The analysis of'the worst overpressure transient, '

(3-second closure of all main steam line isolation valves) neglecting the
direct scram (valve position scram) results in a maximum vessel pressure
which, ft a neutron flux scram is assumed considering one relief valve,

is inops. ble, :-has adequate margin to the code allowable over-
pressure limit of 1375 psig. To meet the ope.ationc$ design basis, the
total safety-relief capacity of 84.2% of nu: lear boiler rated has been
divided into 70% relief (11 valves) and 14.2% safety (2 valves). The
analysis of the limiting plant isolation transient is presented in the
supplemental reload licensing submittal for the current cycle. This
analysis shows that 10 of 11 relief valves limic pressure at the safety
valves to a value which is below the setting of the safety valves. There-
fore, the safety valves will not open. This analysis shows that peak
system pressure is limited ta a value which is well below the allowed
vessel overpressure of 1375 psig.

.

4
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2 3/4.3 BASES:

does provide the operator with a visual indication.of neutron level.
The consequences of reactivity accidents are functions of the initial,

'

neutron flux. The requirement of at least 3 counts per second assures
that any tragsient, should it occur, begins at or above the initial
value.of 10 of rated power used in the analyses of transients from
cold conditions. One operable SRM channel would be adequate to monitor
the app roach to criticality using homogeneous patterns of scattered

|
control rod withdrawal. A minimum of two operable SRM's are provided

i as an added conservatism.

5. The Rod Block Monitor (RBM) is designed to automatically
prevent fuel damage in the event of erroneous rod withdrawal
from locations of high power density during high per level
operation. Two RBM channels are provided, and one of these may
be bypassed from the console for maintenance and/or testing.
Automatic rod withdrawal blocks from one of the channels will
block erroneous rod withdrawal soon enough to prevent fuel,

,

damage. The specified restrictions with one channel out of'

service conservatively assure that fuel damage will not occur -

due to rod withdrawal errors when this condition exists.

A limiting control rod pattern is a pattern which results in
the core being on a thermal hydraulic limit, (i.e., MCPR given

i by Specification 3.5.k or LHCR of 18.5 kw/f t for 7 x 7 or 13.4 for
8 x 8, 8 x 8R & P8 x 8R fuell. During use of such patterns, it is
judged that testing of the RBM system prior to withdrawal

i
of such rods to assure its operability will assure that improper
withdrawal does not occur. It is normally the responsibility
of the Nuclear Engineer to identify these limiting patterns and
the designated rods either when the patterns are initially
established or as they develop due to the occurrence of inoperable
control rods in other than limiting patterns. Other personnel.

qualified to perform these functions may be designated by the
plant superintendent to perform these functions.

Scram Insertion Times.

.

The control rod system is designated to bring the reactor subcritical
at the rate fast enough to prevent fuel damage: 1.e., to prevent the,

t

MCPR from becoming less than 1.07. The limiting power transient is

.

given in Reference 1. Analysis of this transient shows that the
|

negative reactivity rates resulting from the scram with the average
response of all the drives as given in the above specification provide
the required protection, and MCPR remains greater than 1.07.

On an early BWR, some degradation of control rod scram performance
occurred during plant startup and was determined to be caused by

4
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3.3/4.4 BASES:
. . .

D. Reactivity Anomalies

During each fuel cycle excess operative reactivity-
varies as fuel depletes. and as any burnable poison
in supplementary control is burned. The magnitude
>f this excess reactivity may be inferred from the
critical rod configuration. As fuel burnup pro-
gresses, anomalous behavior in the excess reactivity
may be detected by comparison of the critical rod
pattern at selected base states to the predicted
rod inventorv at that state. Power operating base
conditions provide the most sensitive and directly
interpretable data relative to core reactivity. -

*

Furthermore, using power operating base conditions
permits frequent reactivity comparisons.

Requiring a reactivity comparison at the s.pecified
frequency assures that a comparison will be made
before the core reactivity change exceeds 1: 4 ff
Deviations in core reactivity greater than 1 %d k a r e
not expected and require thorough evaluation. One
percent reactivity into the core would not lead to 3

transients exceeding design conditions of the reactor
'

system.

References
1. Generic Reload Fuel Application, Licensing Topical

Report, NEDE-24011-P-A, and Addenda.
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.H Msintenance of' Filled Discharge Plea 4.5.H Hitnrenuace of Tilled Discharge Pts
%c suction of the RCIC and hTCI pu:sps
asis 11 be aligned to the conde .sete 1. Every a nth prior to the t?et hs
stornge tank. and the pressure r.uppres- of the RXRS (LPCI and Contat ment
sion chamber head tank shall nort ally Spray) and core spray systess, t~r.e
be a.llened to serve the dir. charge pipin;, discharae piping of these systems
of t.he l'Jiil and Ca picps. The condensate shall be vented fece the high point -'

head tant einy be used to se: se the PRP and water flow determined.
and CS discharge piping if the PSC head

2. Folloving any period where the LPCItank is unnvailable. Tne pressu e
indtentor. on the dischsrde cf the RH? or core spray systems have not been
and CS pumps sha.11 indic,ste not less required to be o'perabie, the' dis-
than listed below. charge piping of the inoperabis sys-

*e= shall be vented from the highPl-l5-20 kB psig .

F1-75 k6 L8 psig point prior to the return of the ;
Pl-TI.-51 LS psig systro to service.

PI - N-F' f,8 03'E
3. Whenever the HPCI or MCIC system La

1. Averace Plan.4r Linear Heat Generation lined up to take suction f rom ths
EdJ ' condensate storage tank, the dis-

charge piping of the HPCI and PCICDuring steadv state rover operation, the
shall be vented from the high pointMaximum Average Planar lleat Generation I

Rate (11APLilGR) for each type of fuel as of the system and water (Ice observed
on a monthly basis,a function of average planar exposure

shell not exceed the limiting value of
L When the RERS and the CSS are t.-Tables 3.5.I-1.-2.-3.-4. and -5. quired to be operai,le, the pressureif at any time during operation it is

.d st e rciin ed b.v nomal surveillance that indicators which coniter the dis-
charge lines shs11 be a:ccitoredthe liciting value f or APillCR is being daily and the pressure recorded.euc eded. action sball be initiated with-

an 15 minurcs te restore eperation to
vienin the prescribed limits. If the 3

'ApLHCR is not returned to within the
proveribed tielts within two (2) hours,
the reactor shal; be brought to the Cold -

mutdovn condition within 36 hours. I, Maximum Averare Plansr Licear u,3e ;,3,7,.|Surveillanc? and cer responding action
tion Rate (MAPLHCR)shall continue until reactor operation

is within the prescribed tmits. e. f r oc type o hel 4, a fu m
tion of average planar e.xposure shall be

f. Linear Heat c.nerstion R.ite (LHCR) determined daily during reactor operation
During steady state power operation, the at > 25% rated theraal power.-

linear heat p nerat ion rate (LHCR) of
cny rnd in ar, fuel .tssenbly at any J. Linear Heat Ceneration Rate (LHCR)
an tal locar tun shall not exceed the
c u teuas al'.ovabic t.HCR as calculated by W e G CR as a function cf cere he!Ot sh.i! ;
th follnutng equation: be checked daily during reactor operation at |> 25% rated therical power._

- - .

.
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LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION SURVEILIANLF REQUIRMNTS

(L/LT)) (5)< LHcn.[1 - (AP/P)$$ kW/f t
. --LHcu

=Desi$nLHCR=18 for 7x7fuciLilGR -

d
= 13.4 kW/ft for 8x8,

8x8R, and P8x8R fuel
(AP/P) max = Maximum powcr spiking penalty

-

= 0.026 for 7x7 fuci
= 0.022 for 8x8,8x8R,and P8x8R fuel ,,

'I
LT = Total core length = 12.0 ft for 7x7 & 8x8

. 12.5 ft for 8x8R & P8x8R
L = Axial position above bottoa of core
lf'at any time during operation it is deter
mined by normal surveillance that the limiting
value for LHGR is being exceeded, action shall
be initiated within 15 minutes to restore -

operation to within the prescribed limits.
If the LHCR is not returned to within the ,

prescribed Ibsits within two (2) hours, the f ;
reactor shall be brought to the Cold Shutdown
enndition within 36 hours. Surveillance and
corresponding artion shall continue until
reactor oper,stion is within the prescribed
limi t s. ,

K. Minimum Critical Power Ratio (MCPR) K. Mintrum Critical Power Ratic
(MCPR)

The MCPR operating limit for BFNP 2 cycle 4 is HCPR shall be determined daily ('l.32 for 7X7,1.27 for 8X8, 8x8R, and P8x8R during reacter powe.r operation at (.
fuels. These limits apply to steady state po- > 25: rated thernal power and fol-
ver operation at rated power and flow. For loving any change in power level or
core flows other than rated, the MCPR shall; distribution th:t would cause opers-
be greater than the above limits times K . tioa with a limiting control rodf

Kg is the value shown in Figure 3.5.2. pattern as described in the bsees f or
Specification 3.3.

s

If'at any time during operation .

it is deternined by normal surveillance that
the limiting value for MCPR is being exceeded,
action shall be initiated within 15 minutes to
restore operation to within the prescribed
limits. If the steady state MCPR is not
returned to within the presc ribed limits within
two (2) hours, the reactor shall be brought to
the Cold Shutdown condition viehin 36 hours.
Surveillance and corresponding action shall_ _

. _

conttnur untti traeter operatton is o thin
the pr esci thed limitg. *

L. Heportinj Jequirrrwnts
If any of the list:inR Values ident ifled in

Spec ificat ions 3. S. I. J, or K are exceeded and
the specified recedial action is taken, the ..,

(\estne shall be logged and reported in a 30-day
writ ten report.

160
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3.S SJA5, .

1.$.H Maintenance _of rL11,ed ntscharge_r,1g

if the discharge piping of the core ' spray. LPC1. HPC15, and RCICS are not
(111e4, a water hemmer can develop in this pipinr. when the pump and/or

To mintette damate to the discharse pipine and to ensurepumes are started.
adJod margin in the cperation of these systems, this Technical $pecifteagion
require:s the discharr.e lines to be filled whenever the system is in an
operable cor.d t tion. If a discharge p i p+ i= not filled. the pumps that supo*v
that 11ae must be assumed to be inoperable for Technical Specification pur-
poews.

.

The core spray and RHR system discharge pipina high point vent is visually
checked f or water flow once a sonth prior to testing to ensure that the
limos Are ft[ led. The Visesal CheCkinR will avntd startint the C, ore spray or
RHA system with a discharge line not filled. In addition to the riscal
eboervation and to ensure a filled discharge line other than prior to testing. ,

*
aboo

a pressure suppression chamber head tank is located appmzir.ately 20 feetThethe discharge line highpoint to supply makeu; vnter for these systana.
above the discharge highcondenar.te head taak located approximately 100 feet

point serves as a backup charging sTotem when the pressure suppresslos charter
head tank is not in serM ec. System discharge pressure indicators are used te

The indlesto.sdetermine the water level above the discharge line high point.
and L$villreflect approximately 30 psig for a vater level at the higt poic

a

puis for a water level in the pressuresuppressior. chivabar betd tack asd are m:
itored daily to ensure that the discharge lines are filled.

When in their normal standhv condition. the suction for the HPCI and RCIC
p. p. are aliene1 to the condensate storine tank. whic h is physteilly et a
h it.he r elevattan than the HPCIS and RCICS ptninr. This assures that the u rC t
and ACIC discharme pipina, rensins filled. Further tesurance is nrnvLdeo by

observing water flow from these systems hish points monthly.

rissimus /.verags Flanar Linear )fest,Ceneration Kate (MAP 11sCX;
3.5.I.

.

This specifiestion assures that the peak clsdding temperature folirving the
p+etulated design basis loss-of-coolant accident vill not exceed the
limit specified in the 10CTA50, Appendix X.

.

The peak cladding temperature following a postulated Icss-of-coolnnt acci-

dont la prisar11y a function of the averaSe heat generation race of all the
rods of a faci 4ssembly at any avtal location and is only dependent s e c o c.d -
arily on the rod to rod power distribution wicht, an assembly. Since ex-
pected 16 cal vartstions in power distribution within a fuel asseshly affect
the calculated peak clad temperature by less than 1 2007 relative to.che
peak temperature for a typical fuel design, the limit on tho average lin ea r
heat generation race is sufficient to assure that calculated temperatures
are within the 10 CIA 50 Appendix X limit. The limiting value for MAPLI!GR is
shown in Tables 3. 5. I-1,-2,-3,-4,. &-5. The analyses suppcrtir.g tnere

..

limiting values is presented in reference 4.
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3.5.J. Il."est H vt censratien Race (f.IICR)

This specification assures that the linear heat generation rate in any rod
is less than the design linear bent generation if fuel pellet denaificationCI is postulated. The power spike penalty specified is based on the anal-
ysia prr ented in Section 3.2.1 of Ref erence 1 as modified in References
2 and 3, and assua.es a linearly increatinc variation in exfal gems be-
tween core tsottom and enp, and assures with a M% confidence, that no note
than one fuel rod ca.eeds the dee.ign linear heat Ceneration rate due to power
spU.ing. The LHCR ac a function of the hell;ht shall lie checked daily dur-
Inc reactor operation at 2 25% power to deterreine if fuel burnup, or con-
trol rod move,ent has caused changes in power distribution., For LHCR to bo
a 11:sitine. value below 25% rated thermal powerethe R factor would have to be

less than 0.241 Which 15 Precluded by a considerable r:argin when employing
any pcDeisnibic control _ rod pattern.,

,

3.5.K. Rfn*ms critical Pcver Ratio (MCPR)
At core thirsal pcver lev'els lese than or equal to 25%, the reactor will be
operating at cdr.imus recirculation punp speed and the moderator void content
will be very esall. For all designated control rod patterns which tray be ecr
play ed at this point, operating plant experience and thernal hydraulic anal- *,

yete ind ic a t ed t ha t the resulting MCPF value is in e.xcese of requirementAby a censiderable narsio. * tith thie low void content, any inadvertent core.

flav increase would only place operatien in a ciore conservative code rela-tive to PCPR. The daily requirement for calculating MCPP, above 25% rated thermalpower la eufficient since power distribution shif ts are very slow when therehave not been significant pcver or control red changes. The requirement for
calculating MC7R vhen a limiting control rod pattern is approached ensures that
MCFA vill be Laovn following a change in pcver or power shape (regardless ofeas gn i t ud e) that could place operation at a thermal limit.

3, $ , g,, Peporttag Requirenents

The LCO's associated with monitoring the fuel rod operating conditions are
requited to be met at all times, i.e., there is na ellovable time in which
the plant cas ksevingly exceed the limiting value s f or MAPGCR, GCR, r.nd
MCTF. It to a requirement, se Pta ted in Specifications 3 5.1, J, ena , -
t ha t if at any time during steady state pen.er operatien, it is determined
that the limiting values for MdWCr., GGR, or MCPR are exceedsd actior. is
then initiated to restore operation to within the prescribed limits. Thh
action is initiated as soon as normal surveillance indicates that an eperating lie-,

it has been reached. Fach event involving steady state operatio.i beyond a specified
limit aball be logged and reported quarterly. It must De reccanized thu
there is always an action which would return any of the parecete:o (MA.PU CR,
UICR. or MCPR) to within prescribed limits, nac:ely power reduction. l.Sd ercircumstances, this vill not be the only alternative.most

M. P'faren.*en

1. "N ei Dene t!! cation T.f fects on General Electric Boii n ; Nor haacter.

Fuci," Suppleeents 6, 7, and 8. NEIM-107 35, August 19 5 .
-

J, Supplement I to Technics 1 Report on Densifications of General
Electric Reactor hels, December 14,1974 (USA Regulatory Staff).

3. Cenmaa nica r ico : V. A. Moore to I. S. Mitchell, "Mooified CT. hooel
f or Fuel Densificatice," Docket 50-321, March 27, 197?.. ,i

b( Ceneric Reload Fuel Application, Licensing TopicalI '% Report, NEDE-24011-P-A and Addenda.
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TABLE 3.5.I-5
O

MAPLHCR VERSUS AVERACE PLANAR EXPOSURE .-
.

Fuel Type: 8DRB284 and P8DRB284

AVER. ICE PLA'!AR
'

EXPOSURE MAPLHGR PCT
Ocid/t) (kW/ft) (OF)

200 11.2 1685- .

1,000 11.3 1667

5,000 11.'8 1671
'

*

10,000 12.0 1647

15,000 12.0 1669
:

20,000 11.8 1672.

25,000 11.2 1633

30,000 10.8 1596

0
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{ 3.6/h.6 rurs -
-

detected rensenably in a catter of feu hours utilizing the available
leakage detection sche =es, and if the cricin cannot be determined in a
ressenably short time the tulit should be shut down to allow further
investigatien and corrective action.

The total leakege rate consists of all leakage, identified and unidenti-
fied, which flows to the dryvell flocr drain and equipment drain sucps.

The capacity of the dryuell floor sump pucp is 53 gpm and the capacity
of the dryvell er,uipment surp pump is el.so 50 p .. Renovel of 25 gpc
frcs either of these sunps can be accomplished with considerable nargin.

REFE?r.'CES

1 Nuclear System Leakage Date Limits (BM*? FSAR Subsection h.10)
,

3.6.D/h 6.D Safety end Relief Valves

The safety and relier valves are required to be operable above the pres-
oure (105 psig) at which the core spray syste=s is not designed to deliver
full flow. The pressure relief system for each unit at the Drowns Ferry
Nuclear Plant has been sized to meet two design bases. First, the total
anfety/ relief valve capacity has been established to nect the overpressure
protecticn criteria of the ASME Ccde. Second, the distribution of this( required capacity between safety valves and relief valves has been set to
cect design basis k.h.h-1 of subsection h.h which states that the nucicar
cystea relief valves shall prevent opening of the safety valves during
normal plant isolations and lead rejections.

The details of the snelysis which shows compliance, as modified by Reference h,
with the ASME Code requirecents is presented in subsection h.h of the FSAR end
the Beacter vessel Overpressure Protecticn Summary Technical Report submitted i

in A=end=ent 22 in response to question h.1 dated December 6,1971 |
.

To meet the safety design basis, thirteen safety-relief valves have been
installed on unit 2 with total capacity of 84.2% of nuclear boiler
rated steam flow. The analysis of the worst overpressure transient,
(3-second closure of all main steam line isolation valves) neglecting the
direct scram (valve position scram) results in a maximum vessel pressure .

which, if a neutron flux scram is assumed considering one relief valve
is inoperable, 'has adequate margin to the code allowable over-
pressure limit of 1375 psig. To meet the operational design basis, the
total safety-relief capacity of 84.2% of nuclear boiler rated has been
divided into 70% relief (11 valves) and 14.2% safety (2 valves). The
analysis of the limiting plant isolarion transient is presented in the
supplemental reload licensing submittal for the current cycle. This
analysis shows that 10 of 11 relief valves limit pressure at the safety
valves to a value which is below the setting of the safety valves. There- i

fore, the safety valves will not open. This analysis shows that peak
' systern pressure is limited to a value which is well below the allowed

,vessel overpressure of 1375 psig.
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E> perience in relief and safety valve operation she.as that a testing of.

50 percent of the valves per year is adequate to detect failures or
deteriorations. The relief and safety valves are benchtested every

'

1 second operating cycle to ensure that their set points are within the
1 1 percent tolerance. The relief valves are tested in place once per
operating cycle to establish that they will open and pass steam.

The requirements established above apply when the nuclear sy' stem can be
pressurized above ambient conditions. These requirements are applicable
at nuclear system pressures below normal operating pressures because

,

abnormal operational transients could possibly start at these conditions -

such t'at eventual overpressure relief would be needed. Hovover, these
transients are much less severe, in terms of pressure, than those starting
at rated conditions. The valves need not be functional ? hen the vessel,

head is removed, since the nuclear system cannot be pressurized.

REFERENCES

(',1. Nucicar System Pressure Relief System (BFNP FSAR Subsection 4.4)

2. Amendment 22 in response to AEC Question 4.2 of December 6,1971.
i

3. " Protection Against Overpressure" (ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel
Code, Section III, Article.9)

f

4. Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant Design Deficiency Report--Target Rockr

Safety-Relief Valves, transmitted by J. E. Gilleland to F. E. Kruesi,
August 29, 1973. .

5. Generic Reload Fuel Application, Licensing Topical!

Report, NEDE-24011-P-A, and Addenda.

3.6.E/4.6.E Jet Pumps

Failure of a jet pump nozzle assembly holddown mechanism, nozzle' assembly
and/or riser, would increase the cross-sectional flow area for blowdown
following the design basis double-ended line break. Also, failure of the
dif fu',er would eliminate the capability to reflood the core to two-thirds
h eig'a t level following a recirculation line break. Therefore, if a failure
occurred, repairs must be made.

4

The detection technique is as follows. With the two recirculation pumps
balanced in speed to wichin 1 5 percent, the flow rates in boch recircula-

,_

tion loops will be verified by control room monitoring instruments. If the 9,
two flow rate values do not differ by more than 10 percent, riser and nozzle i.i
assembly integrity has been verified.
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$,0 MAJOR DES!C4 FFATURES
_

_ . _

5.1 SITE FLATilRCS

Browns Ferry unit 2 is located at Brovns Ferry Nucles e Plant
site on property owned by the United States and in cus;ody of
the TVA. The site shall consist of approximately 840 acres

on the north shore of tiheeler Lake at Tennessee River Mile
294 in Limestone County, Alabama. The minimum distance from
the outside of the secondary containment building to the
boundary of the exclusion area as defined in 10 CFR 100.3
shall be 4,000 feet.

.

5.2 REACTOR : *

A. _ The reactor core may contain 764 fuel asser:blics consisting
'

,

of 7x7 assemblics having 49 fuel rods each, 8x8 assemblies
having 63 fuel rods each, and 8x8R (and P8x8R) assemblies
having 62 fuel rods each.

B. The reactor core shall contain 185 cruciform-shaped control *

rods. The control material shall be boron carbide powder -

(B C) compacted to approximately 70 percent of theoretical4
density.

(5.3 REACTOR VESSEL

The reactor vessel shall be as described in Table 4.2-2 of the
FSAR. The applicable des 1Rn codes shall be as described in
Table 4.2-1 of the FSAR.

5.4 CONTAINMENT

A. The principal design parameters for the primary containment
shall be as given in Table 5.2-1 of the FSAR. The applicable
design codes shall be as described in Section 5.2 of the FSAR.

B. The secondary containment shall be an described in Section
5.3 of the FSAR,

C. Penetrations to the primary containment and pipinr, passing
through such penetrations shall be designed in accordance
with the standards set forth in Section 5.2.3.4 of the FSAR.

_

5.5 FUEL STORA3

A. The arrangement of fuel in the new-fuel storage facility
shall be such that k for dry conditions, is less than
0.90 and flooded is Tess, than 0.95 (Section 10.2 of FSAR).gg
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